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Description
urban BLUR is a publication bringing together writings and project inserts on multi-layered infiltrations between city and nature. The notion
of BLUR refers both to a fusion of disciplines forming space as well as
an interactive dispersion of natural and artificial elements redefining
contemporary human environments. More specifically, the title wishes
to indicate an emerging defocus in the manipulation of space at various scales of the city, and the emergence of new ‘understated’ modes
of urbanism.
Through brief articles, authors of this book negotiate contemporary
expressions of urbanity attributing newfound abilities of nature and
interactions within urban environments.
A Urban naturalism & natural metabolism
B Nature as a place within . . .
Urban naturalism & natural metabolism is an exploration of contemporary effects on edaphic territories and multi-layered articulation of
urban environments. The perception of ‘urban nature’ reflects upon
a new set of desired qualities and artificial formations. Beyond idyllic
projections, naturalistic genres create new tissues of continuity and
discontinuity in human inhabitation.
Within such ‘neo-romantic’ modes of infiltration, ‘nature’ radically
transforms urban topologies. This new set of reactions occurring to dissolve density, along with advanced comprehension of natural processes, form various mutating systems.
A place within is a mental rather than spatial interplay between urban
and non-urban territories, indicating deep shifts in contemporary
perception of the city. It is the new narrative expressing inner fantasies
and newfound ‘places’ of nature.
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